Abstract: Combining the advantages of Chan algorithm and Taylor series expansion method, the article has proposed an improved localization algorithm in the LTE positioning system. The algorithm eliminates much deviation of the positioning results in Chan algorithm, offers the optimized result as the initial value of Taylor series expansion method, then get the weighted sum of the positioning of the results of the two kinds of algorithm, finally put the final result as the location of the mobile station coordinates. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively improve the positioning precision in the noise environment.
INTRODUCTION
Chan algorithm [1] is one kind of location algorithm which has analytical solutions, and solves the location coordinates of mobile stations on the basis of least square method (LS) or weighted least square method (WLS). This algorithm uses non-recursive method to conduct resolution on hyperbolic equations. The basic concept of Chan algorithm is: firstly, one intermediate viable is used to convert nonlinear equation into linear equation, and the location coordinates of mobile stations are rough estimated by using weighted least square method, then the location coordinates and other constraint conditions are rough estimated, the location coordinates of mobile stations are precisely estimated by using weighted least square method again and the ultimate coordinate could be obtained.
Taylor series expansion method [2] is one kind of recursive algorithm. Its basic concept is: firstly, one initial estimates location value of mobile station is needed, then Taylor series expansion is conducted on this location, the nonlinear equation could be converted into linear equation by ignoring second order and above second order terms, then least square method is used to estimate, each obtained results by recursion is used in location correction of mobile stations to improve the precision of estimate, finally the estimated location could approach the real location of mobile stations is different Compared with Chan algorithm, Taylor series expansion method has no analytical solution and its operation is relatively complicated. Besides, the initial estimated location value of mobile station could not deviate from the real location excessively, otherwise Taylor series expansion will not convergence.
MODIFIED LOCATION ALGORITHM BASED ON CHAN AND TAYLOR
The classic Chan algorithm could attain all TDOA by measuring, and obtain a specific analytical solution, however, the performance would be affected in NLOS environment. Taylor series expansion method could conduct recursive operation on the initial estimated location value of mobile station and continuously correct the estimated location value of mobile station to make it approach the real location value, however, this algorithm would significantly affected by the initial location, and the operation process is rather complicated. Therefore, we can explore some location algorithm to obtain one relatively precise initial location at first, then the obtained initial location can be used to conduct resolution with Taylor series expansion method and finally the location result which is more precise will be received.
The literature [3, 4] presented a location algorithm which was based on Fang algorithm and Taylor series expansion, it eliminated the location estimation which had eliminated the estimated location value which deviated excessively to improve the precision of location. The literature proposed another synergy location algorithm, it conducted weighted calculation of the results attained by different location algorithm, and the estimated value which had been treated was used as the location coordinates of mobile station. According to the thoughts in literature, we present a modified location algorithm which is based on Chan algorithm and Taylor series expansion. ) (
Where, R threshold is one threshold, which could be alternative to control the error of ( ) is substituted into Taylor series expansion method to conduct recursive resolution and one location result could be attained.
The location results attain with Chan algorithm and Taylor series expansion method should be weighted (Fig. 1) . The residual between the measured value and location result is defined in the literature [4] : When some location algorithm is adopted, if R es is relatively small, it demonstrates that the obtained coordinate location of the mobile station using this algorithm is more precise; if R es is relatively large, it indicates that errors of the obtained results using this algorithm is relatively large. The algorithm which is more precise should make up larger proportion in ultimate weighting. The calculation formula of weighing coefficient R k is given in literature [5] . If k kinds of location algorithms are used to conduct operation on the same group of TDOA, respectively, weighting coefficient R k of No.k location algorithm could be expressed as: 
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Simulation is carried out independently for 1000 times on Chan algorithm, Taylor series expansion method and the modified location algorithm which is based on Chan and Taylor, respectively. The model of multiple base station is used in simulation. Assumed that the location system contains seven base stations, and the community radius is 1000 meters, schematic diagram of distribution of base stations are shown in (Fig. 2) .
The measured TDOA [6] values which is obtained by using five base stations and using six base stations are simulated, respectively, location of mobile station is A or B. 
Result of Taylor series
The model of signal transmission distance could be expressed: Fig. (2) . Schematic diagram of distribution of base stations.
where, R i is the real distance between mobile station and base station, randn (1) is one random number between 0 and 1,C Gauss is the noise coefficient which satisfies the normal distribution, rand (1)is one random number between 0 and 1 which satisfies uniform distribution, C NLOS is NLOS coefficient. Fig. (3) shows the RMSE graph with changing the noise coefficient [7, 8] when mobile station is at location A. We can find that the errors of three algorithms all increased with the increase of noise coefficient. The real coordinates of mobile station is adopted as the initial value during simulating the Taylor series expansion method in noise environment, therefore, the precision of Taylor series expansion method is significantly higher than Chan algorithm. The modified algorithm presented in this paper can make the initial value which is used to substitute into Taylor series expansion method approach to the real coordinate values of mobile station for it eliminates the estimated values which are excessively deviated after using Chan algorithm, therefore, the error of the modified algorithm is smaller than Chan algorithm [9, 10] . Due to some deviations existing between the initial values adopted in modified algorithm and real values, its errors are larger than that of Taylor series expansion. When the mobile station is located in location A, the increasing amount of base station make the results of Chan algorithm more precise, however, it has little effects on the error of Taylor series expansion. To the modified algorithm which is based on Chan and Taylor, for the increasing amount of base station decreases the error of Chan algorithm, and increases the precision of initial values to some extent, thus making the results of Taylor series expansion method more precise, the errors of weighted results became smaller. Fig. (4) shows the RMSE graph with changing the noise coefficient when the mobile station is at location B. From the graph it could be seen that location variation has some effects on location precision. When the mobile station is at location B, the increasing amount of base stations also improve the location precision of Taylor series expansion method. From (Figs. 3 and 4) , we can find that in noise environment, the proposed algorithm attains better performance than Chan algorithm at different locations. Fig. (3) . RMSE graph with changing the noise coefficient when mobile station is at location A. Figs. (5 and 6) show the RMSE graphs with changing NLOS coefficient when mobile stations are at location A and B, respectively. From these graphs we find that with the increase of NLOS coefficient, performance of the three algorithms all decrease. In NLOS environment, the location precision of Taylor series expansion method is obviously better than Chan algorithm, and the location variation of mobile station also effects on location results. Because of integrating the advantages of Chan algorithm and Taylor series expansion method, the performance of our proposed algorithm is also better than Chan algorithm in NLOS environment.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we present a modified location algorithm which is based on Chan and Taylor. Firstly, this algorithm uses Chan algorithm to estimate the location of mobile station, then the obtained results are optimized by eliminating the contained location results which deviated excessively, the obtained optimized results are acted as the initial value used in Taylor series expansion method to conduct another location operation, finally, the obtained location results using these two algorithms are weighted summed, and the ultimate result is the location coordinate of mobile station. The experiment indicates that in the noise environment, the performance of the proposed algorithm in the article is better than Chan algorithm, which could effectively improve the location precision.
